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Abstract

This paper describes a technique developed to make in situ, time-resolved measurements of the

effective thermal conductivity of ash deposits formed under conditions that closely replicate those

found in the convective pass of a commercial boiler. Since ash deposit thermal conductivity is

thought to be strongly dependent on deposit microstructure, the technique is designed to minimize

the disturbance of the natural deposit microstructure. Traditional techniques for measuring deposit

thermal conductivity generally do not preserve the sample microstructure. Experiments are

described that demonstrate the technique, quantify experimental uncertainty, and determine the

thermal conductivity of highly porous, unsintered deposits. The average measured

conductivity of loose, unsirttered deposits is 0.14 t 0.03 W/(m K), approximately midway

rational ~heoretical Iimits for deposi~ thermal conductivity.
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Introduction

Ash deposition frequently plays a dominant role in the design and operation of power generation

systems that operate on coal, biomass, black liquor and other ash-forming fuelsl. Ash deposits form

from fly ash, inorganic vapors, and some gas species that deposit or react through a variety of

mechanisms. One effect of ash deposits is to reduce heat transfer rates to furnace walls,

superheater tubes, and other heat transfer surfaces3~4. The magnitude of this reduction largely

depends on the thickness, thermal conductivity, and emissivity of the deposits. This paper discusses

the effective thermal conductivity of ash deposits; several reviews have been written on this

subject375.

Heat transfer through an ash deposit occurs by conduction through both

and radiation through the transparent phases. Therefore, the effective

lumped parameter, which accounts for heat transfer by all these modes, is

the solid and gas phases

thermal conductivity, a

used to characterize the

heat transfer rate through a deposit. The phrase “thermal conductivity” refers to the effective

thermal conductivity of the deposit.

Several investigations report measurements of the thermal conductivity of ash deposits or ash-

deposit-like materia13J6-13. The reported values span several orders of magnitude from 0.012 W/(m

K)9 to 15 W/(m K)3. Two investigations8~9 report thermal conductivity values less than that of air,

suggesting noncontinuum heat conduction in which the mean free path of a gas molecule exceeds

the characteristic pore dimension of the deposit. At the other extreme, several investigators report

effective thermal conductivities that exceed those of the non-porous solid material from which

deposits are typically composed3.—

The thermal conductivity of ash deposits is believed to depend primarily on the deposit physical

structure or microstructure3J 14. For example, the denser, more-interconnected the deposit structure,

the higher its thermal conductivity. Highly porous deposits of loose, unsintered, particulate matter

generally have low values of thermal conductivity, potentially approaching that of air, -0.06 Wl(m

K) at typical deposit temperatures. Solid, sintered deposits have high values of thermal

conductivity, approaching that of the solid phase of the deposit (3 W/(m K) for deposits consisting

primarily of silica-based material).



Composition, particle size, and temperature have also been shown to influence deposit thermal

conductivity; however, the published results are not consistent on these issues3. These

inconsistencies are not surprising considering that these parameters can both directly and indirectly

influence deposit thermal conductivity. For example, the chemical composition determines the

underlying thermophysical properties of the deposit materials. However, a potentially more

important influence of chemical composition may be indirect through its effect on sintering

propensity. Changes in deposit microstructure due to sintering are likely to be more important than

variation in the thermophysical properties of the underlying deposit materials.

The importance of deposit microstructure in determining the effect of ash deposits on heat

transfer rates raises concerns regarding previously reported measurements of ash deposit thermal

conductivity. The majority of the reported thermal conductivity measurements are based on post

morzem analysis techniques that destroy or significantly alter the physical structure of a deposit.

Typically, powdered or pelletized ash samples are examined, which are generated using a laboratory

ashing furnace, captured fly ash from a power plant, or a pulverized deposit from a boiler. These

samples have chemical compositions similar to actual boiler deposits, but not the same

microstructure. A few investigations have examined hybrid samples of intact, sintered deposits, and

fly ash used to fill in gaps between the irregular-shaped deposit and the surfaces of the measurement

device’7*9. Based on their analysis of these hybrid samples, Anderson et al.7 concluded that

“crushing samples of porous coal ash deposits can significantly bias effective thermal

conductivities.” To address this issue, we have developed a novel technique that allows direct

examination of the thermal conductivity of actual deposits, avoiding the problems of the previous

post mortem analyses.

In this two-part study, we report an experimental investigation into the thermal conductivity of

ash deposits. In this paper, we describe a novel experimental technique to measure the thermal

conductivity of ash deposits in situ as they form in a pilot-scale combustor. We present

measurements of thermal conductivity of deposits formed while firing Illinois #6 coal and wheat

straw and quantify the experimental uncertainty. In the second part of this study 15, we use this

technique to examine the impacts of sintering and changes in deposit microstructure on deposit

thermal conductivity. Preliminary measurements and a partial description of the experimental

technique have been previously reportedly.
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Experimental Methods

Most previous investigations of ash deposit thermal conductivity examine highly disturbed,

deposit-like materials (fly ash, fuel ash, or crushed boiler deposits) in a well-characterized

environment. The approach described below is guided by the hypothesis that ash deposit thermal

conductivity is largely determined by deposit microstructure. Consequently, thermal conductivity

measurements must be made in such a way as to minimize the disturbance of the natural deposit

microstructure. To achieve this objective, we have designed a novel experiment to measure deposit

thermal conductivity in situ, as the deposit forms, in a pilot-scale combustor.

Experimental facility

Experiments to measure the thermal conductivity of fly ash deposits were conducted using the

Multifuel Combustor (MFC) at Sandia National Laboratories. A schematic diagram of the MI?C is

shown in Figure 1. The MFC is a pilot-scale (- 30 kW), 4.2-m-high, down-fired, turbulent flow

combustor that simulates gas temperature, gas composition, and residence times experienced by

particles in entrained flow combustion systems such as pulverized-coal-fired boilers. The reactor

has a 15-cm-diameter SiC reactor tube, and consists of seven 0.6-m-tall modular sections. Electrical

heaters allow wall temperatures of the top six sections to follow a prescribed pattern determined by

independent controllers. A more detailed discussion of the MFC is available in the literature 16.

The reactor tube leads to the open test section of the MFC where deposits are collected and

anal yzed using a variety of instruments (see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows an illustration of the

configuration of the test section for the thermal conductivity experiments. The major features of

this equipment are discussed in the following sections.

Ex~erimental Procedure

A 65/35% (by mass) blend of Illinois #6 coal and wheat straw was fired in the MFC to generate

an ash deposit. Utility-grind, pulverized coal (70% through a 200 mesh) was prepared separately

from the wheat straw. Samples of wheat straw were ground to pass through a 0.5-mm mesh. The

straw-coal blend formed part of a series of experiments examining the effects of biomass-coal

cofiring on fireside combustion processes 17. Results from standard fuel analyses are listed in the

second part of this study 15.
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to-scale, but provides a reasonable representation of the probes and instrumentation used for these experiments.



Solid fuel enters the MFC pneumatically at the top of the reactor just below the natural gas

burner (see Figure 1). Under the conditions of these experiments, the residence time of a fuel

particle in the combustor was approximately 1 see, which is comparable to the residence time in

commercial boilers. The fuel feed rate was set to maintain an oxygen concentration of 4% by

volume (dry basis) in the combustion products at the exit of the reactor, which corresponds to the

standard utility practice of firing with 20fZ0excess air. The natural gas burner was not operated for

the experiments described in this paper.

Ash deposits are collected on an instrumented, air-cooled, stainless steel probe placed in the test

section of the MFC (see Figures 1 and 2). Although an ash deposit is formed over an approximately

15-cm section of the deposition probe, for thermal conductivity analysis we only examine the center

3.5 cm of the deposit, which we refer to as the deposit test section. Deposits are collected at

relatively low probe temperatures (300 - 400”C) to create a loose, unsintered, particulate deposit.

The average temperature of the combustion products flowing past the probe was - 950”C. A

constant cooling air-flow rate through the probe was maintained to simulate steam flows in

convection-pass tubes in utility boilers.

The gas and particle velocities through the test section of the MFC are roughly a factor of 4

smaller than typical convective pass velocities (- 5 m/s in the MFC versus - 20 m/s in a power

plant). Therefore, we cannot match both the Reynolds and Stokes numbers found in typical boilers.

For these experiments, we choose to match the Stokes number found in typical boilers by selecting a

probe with an appropriate outside diameter (2.2 cm). Deposit formation in coal-fried power plants

is dominated by inertial impaction, which is a function of Stokes number. Matching Stokes

numbers ensures that the size distribution of fly ash particles striking the deposition probe in the

MFC is the same as the size distribution of particles hitting a superheater tube. The resulting ash

deposits should have a physical structure and chemical composition similar to deposits formed in

commercial coal-fired power plants. The Reynolds number of the deposition probe used in this

study is roughly a factor of 10 smaller than that of a typical superheater tube, which results in lower

convective heat transfer to the deposition probe in the MFC compared to a typical superheater tube.

In all cases, we match the surface temperature of the deposition probe to that found in a utility boiler

by adjusting the cooling air flow rate through the probe.
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We rotate the deposition probe at a speed of 0.25 rpm to create a uniform, one-dimensional ash

deposit. Theslow rotation of thedeposition probe does notmeasurably tifectthe fluid andpticle

flow around the probe because the rotational velocity is four orders of magnitude smaller than the

velocity of the particles striking the probe surface. Therefore, we assume that the rotating the probe

does not affect particle deposition and the resulting deposit microstructure. However, probe rotation

does affect overall deposit shape (by design) and causes a significant periodic oscillation in the local

deposit and probe temperature, as discussed later.

We use the deposit solid fraction to characterize the deposit density. For this analysis we

measure the deposit mass at the end of an experiment. Combining this mass with the measured

deposit volume (determined from the deposit thickness scans), we estimate the deposit bulk density.

Assuming a density of 2.2 g cm-3 for the solid material within the deposit, we convert the bulk

density to solid fraction.

Instrumentation

The experiment is designed to measure as many parameters as is possible directly, relying on

analysis to combine these measurements to determine the thermal conductivity. Direct

measurements include probe surface temperature, deposit thickness, deposit surface temperature,

cooling air flow rate, and cooling air temperature change. These measurements are made in situ

while the deposit forms on the deposition probe.

Probe surface temperature is measured using four type-K thermocouples embedded in the

outside of the probe wail. These thermocouples are embedded 90° apart and distributed axially

along the probe test section to monitor both the azimuthal and axial variation in the probe surface

temperature. We assume that temperatures at the deposit-probe interface are equal to the measured

probe surface temperature.

The thickness of the deposit is measured using a range-finding laser (Selcom, Model 2207-

32/1 80-B) mounted on a precision, position-encoded bearing. The laser scans horizontally along the

probe axis. Comparing results of successive scans along the same line of sight or face of the probe,

we determine the thickness and growth rate of the deposit.

Three optical pyrometers (Accufiber, Model 100C) monitor the surface temperature of the

deposit. In the baseline configuration, the pyrometers are focused at the center of the deposit test

section, 70°, 110°, and 170° below the flow stagnation point. The pyrometer focal area is
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approximately 1 mm2. Periodically we change the orientation of the pyrometer to monitor surface

temperatures at different locations. The pyrometers detect emitted, scattered, and reflected radiation

along their line of sight. Radiation scattered and emitted by particles and radiation reflected by the

deposit surface interferes with the surface temperature measurements. Shields which extend from

the pyrometer lens to within -4 mm of the surface of the deposit prevent particulate matter and

nearly all of the scattered and reflected radiation from passing through the pyrometer line of sight.

Radiation emitted by the MFC walls and from the flame ball in the combustor that is reflected by

the top-half of the deposition probe (top 180°) can also significantly impact the measurements made

using pyrometers. We correct for this reflected radiation by periodically rapidly shading the probe

surface, and analyze the high-frequency response of the pyrometer signal to separate the reflected

and emitted components of the radiation before the deposit surface cools significantly.

We use a laser pyrometer to determine the spectral emissivity of the bare probe at the beginning

of each experiment and of the deposit surface at the end of each experiment. The deposit emissivity

measurement is made post nzortenz immediately after removing the deposition probe from the

combustor test section, before the temperature of the deposition probe has decreased by more than

100”C.

The radial heat flow through the deposit is determined using measurements of the cooling air

flow rate and the cooling air temperature change across the deposit test section. The cooling air

temperature change is measured using two type-K thermocouples mounted along the centerline

inside the deposition probe. The thermocouples are mounted 3.5 cm apart at the outside edges of

the probe test section. To prevent radial gas temperature gradients from biasing the measurements,

the inside surface of the probe is rifled and screens are mounted immediately upstream of each

thermocouple.

Data Interm-etation

The analysis to determine deposit thermal conductivity assumes that the deposit is a cylindrical

shell of uniform thickness that is defined by the outside diameter of the deposit probe and the

average measured deposit thickness. Assuming steady-state, two-dimensional heat transfer through

the deposit and uniform deposit thermal conductivity, the deposit temperature distribution is

described by,

12



(1)

Using Equation (l), we numerically solve for the temperature distribution within the deposit using

the measured azimuthal temperature distribution on the inside and outside surface of the deposit as

boundary conditions. We then calculate the average temperature gradient at the inside edge of the

deposit,

Combining the result from Equation (2) and the measured

we obtain the effective thermal conductivity of the deposit,

keff =
Q

2~rin L=”

(2)

heat transfer rate through the deposit Q,

(3)

where 2Z rin L is the area of the inside surface of the deposit (ri~ is the radius of the inside surface

of the deposit, 1.1 cm, and L is the length of the probe test section, 3.5 cm).

Results and Discussion

In this section, we examine data from an experiment conducted while firing a blend of Illinois

#6 and wheat straw. The purpose is to thoroughly present and discuss the experimental technique

and to quantify the experimental uncertainty. We first describe time-resolved measurements of the

various parameters required to evaluate the thermal conductivity of an ash deposit – deposit

thickness, deposit and probe surface temperature, and heat flux. These measurements are then

combined to determine the thermal conductivity of the deposit. Finally, we discuss the magnitude

and sources of uncertainty of the measurements.

Surface tenmerature, de~osit thickness, and heat flux measurements

Time-resolved measurements of deposit thickness, average deposit surface temperature, average

probe surface temperature, and heat flux through the deposit are shown in Figure 3. The results

indicate that a 5-mm-thick deposit formed over the course of this 2-hr experiment (Figure 3a) which

created a 200°C average temperature difference between the deposit and probe surface (Figure 3b),

and reduced the heat transfer through the deposit by 22% (Figure 3c). The results shown in Figure 3

are based on analyses of the data collected by the range-finding laser, optical pyrometers, and probe

13
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thermocouples. We briefly describe these data and analyses before discussing the deposit thermal

conductivity measurements.

Deposit thickness

Figure 3a presents results from the deposit thickness measurements.

average deposit thickness for a given scan. The range-finding laser makes

The symbols indicate the

a set of 4 such scans each

separated by 90°, every 25 minutes. The small variation (< 5% of the average) within a set of 4

thickness scans indicates the formation of a uniformly thick deposit around the probe. The average

of each set of scans, indicated by the solid line, defines the thickness of the cylindrical shell used for

the analysis of deposit thermal conductivity.

The thickness results shown in Figure 3a are determined through analysis of @e range-finding

laser scans such as those shown in Figure 4. These scans were all taken with the same probe

orientation to illustrate deposit growth along one line of sight. The range-finding laser does not

directly measure deposit thickness, but rather measures the distance between the laser and the

deposit surface as a function of an axial position along the probe. We must subtract a baseline,

which represents the location of the probe surface, from each laser scan to determine the deposit

thickness. We have already subtracted this baseline from the results shown in Figure 4. To

determine this baseline, we remove some of the deposit from the outside edges of the deposition

zone. To clearly define the location of the probe surface, we fit a straight line to the measured probe

surface location on each side of the deposit. This procedure does not disturb the thermal

conductivity measurements because the deposit test section is only the center 3.5 cm of the

approximately 15-cm wide deposition zone. This technique eliminates the errors caused by thermal

deformation of the probe during the experiment.

The large variations in deposit thickness are caused by actual deposit surface roughness, not

measurement uncertainty. These variations, up to 2 mm, are significantly larger than the

measurement uncertainty of k 40 pm. The measurement uncertainty is indicated by the variation in

the line labeled O min in Figure 4.

Deposit and probe surface temperature

Figure 3b plots the average deposit and probe surface temperatures. The probe surface

temperature is the average of the measurements of the 4 embedded thermocouples. The average

deposit surface temperature is determined from the measurements of the 3 optical pyrometers, as

15
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discussed below. As expected, the average temperature measured by the pyrometer agrees (within

experimental uncertainty) with the average probe surface temperature

thermocouples at the beginning of the experiment (before deposit formation).

measured with the

This agreement is an
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important validation of the consistency of the different measurement techniques used to determine

deposit thermal conductivity, As the deposit grows, the deposit surface temperature increases, while

the probe surface temperature decreases. The constant cooling airflow rate in combination with the

insulating effect of the deposit causes the large decline in the probe surface temperature.

Determination of the deposit surface temperature from the pyrometer data requires accounting

for changes in deposit emissivity and correcting for radiation reflected by the deposit surface. To

illustrate the magnitude of these corrections, the open circles in Figure 3b are the average deposit

surface temperature calculated from the uncorrected pyrometer data (ignoring reflected radiation and

assuming a deposit ernissivity of 1). Comparing the uncorrected temperatures to our best estimate

of the actual deposit surface temperature indicates that the corrections for emissivity and reflected

radiation are significant (> 50”C) at the beginning of the experiment, but become negligible as the

surface temperature of the deposit increases when the deposit grows. Therefore, these corrections

have little impact on the measurements of deposit thermal conductivity.

Changes in the deposit emissivity have little effect on the thermal conductivity measurements.

The laser pyrometer indicates that the surface emissivity varies between 0.9, the measured

emissivity of the oxidized surface of the deposition probe, and 0.75, the measured deposit surface

emissivity at the end of the experiment-a value consistent with previously reported measurements

of deposit emissivity3. Over this range of values, the temperature calculated from the pyrometer

data is relatively insensitive to deposit emissivity. For example, changing the deposit emissivity

from 0.8 to 0.7 increases the deposit surface temperatures shown in Figure 3b by a maximum of

6°C; a small change compared to the 200°C temperature difference that commonly exists across a

deposit.

Accounting for radiation reflected by the top-half (top 180°) of the deposit causes the majority

of the correction in deposit surface temperature shown in Figure 3b. This correction is significant at

the early stages of the experiment when the deposit surface temperature is relatively low. As the

deposit grows which causes its surface temperature to increase, the magnitude of this correction

approaches zero, becoming negligible above 550”C, because the magnitude of the reflected

radiation is relatively constant but the intensity of the radiation emitted by the deposit rapidly

increases with temperature.

A ten-minute period of surface temperature data is shown in Figure 5 to illustrate how we

determine the azimuthal temperature distribution of the deposit and probe surface. These

17
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pyrometer orientation occurred. The pyrometer data have been corrected for deposit
ernissivity and reflected radiation.
four probe surface temperature
pyrometers are not shown.

For visual clarity, measurements horn two of the
thermocouples and one of the three optical

temperature distributions are used as the boundary condition for the evaluation of equation (l). The

embedded thermocouples measure the probe surface temperature at a fixed location on the rotating

probe surface. Because the probe rotates, each thermocouple records a sinusoidal temperature

oscillation with a period of 4 min. The l-rein phase leg between thermocouple signals is due to the

azimuthal distribution of the thermocouples. The pyrometers measure the deposit surface

18



temperature at a fixed location in laboratory coordinates. We periodically reposition the pyrometers

to measure the deposit surface temperature at different angular orientations. During the 10-min

period shown in Figure 5 each pyrometer was repositioned twice. For example, one pyrometer was

initially focused on a location 70° below the probe leading edge. This pyrometer was then

repositioned to 38° and 5° below the leading edge, at 106 and 111 minutes elapsed time,

respectively. We have corrected the pyrometer data shown in Figure 5 for deposit ernissivity and

reflected radiation.

Figure 6 plots the azimuthal distributions derived from the data shown in Figure 5. The peak

temperature occurs at the leading edge of the probe, OO. We align and average the signals from each

thermocouple to determine the average probe surface temperature as a function of 9. We fit, using

least squares, a sinusoid to the optical pyrometer data to determine the deposit surface temperature

distribution. The open circles shown in Figure 6 represent the average deposit surface temperature

measured at 8 different angular orientations using the three different optical pyrometers for the

10-min period shown in Figure 5. We use a sinusoid to estimate the deposit surface temperature

profile because a sinusoid very accurately represents the azimuthal variation in the measurements

and is consistent with theoretical analysisl 8. The large amplitude of the sinusoid describing the

deposit surface temperature is caused by the low thermal conductivity of the deposit relative to the

stainless steel probe.

Heat flux

Data shown in Figure 3C indicate that the deposit decreased the heat transfer to the cooling air by

22% (relative to the peak heat transfer rate). The heat flux increases during the first 30 minutes of

the experiment, because of the change in the thermal load in the MFC that occurs at the beginning

of an experiment when the solid fuel feeder is turned on. Measurements of the MI?C exit gas

temperature indicates that the MFC reaches thermal equilibrium in approximately 30 minutes after

the turning on the solid fuel feeder.

Deposit Thermal Conductivity

Time-resolved measurements of the thermal conductivity from three different experiments are

shown in Figure 7. The open circles labeled Expt. 2 represent the thermal conductivity

measurements corresponding to the data presented in Figures 3-6. Results from two additional

19
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experiments conducted under the same experimental conditions are also presented to illustrate the

repeatability of the measurements. These conditions create highly porous, loose, unsintered deposits

that can be easily blown or knocked of the deposition probe. The measured solid fraction of all of

these deposits is 0.07. In the second part of this study 15, we examine the effects of sintering and

deposit microstructure on deposit thermal conductivity.
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Theoretical bounds for the thermal conductivity of porous materials provide useful reference

points for the evaluation of the measurements; such bounds are discussed in detail in the second part

of this study 15. In Figure 7, we compare our measured values to the simplest, lowest-order bounds,

which are defined based on the deposit solid fraction and the thermal conductivity of the gas and

solid phases 19. Treating the gas and solid phases as if they independently conduct heat in series and

in parallel defines a lower and upper limit for the effective thermal conductivity, respectively. The

thermal conductivity measurements shown in Figure 7 fall between these bounds. To evaluate the

0.3: 1 1 I 1 1 I i II 1 I 1 I 1 I
Expt. 1
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.m------------------------------------------------------------------------
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...........................................................................
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Figure 7 Time-resolved
while firing a
measurements
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measurements of the thermal conductivity of several deposits formed
65/35% (by mass) blend of Illinois #6 coal and wheat straw. The
indicated by the open circles correspond to the data presented in
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bounds, we use the measured solid fraction, a value of 0.06 W/(m K) for the thermal conductivity of

the gas phase and a value of 3.0 W/(m K) for the thermal conductivity of the solid phase. These

values are representative of air and silica-containing materials (the major component of the solid

phase) at high temperature 15. The average measured thermal conductivity, -0.14 W/(m K), shown

in Figure 7 is significantly greater than the lower bound, 0.065 W/(m K). Because these deposits are

loose and unsintered, we expect that the measured thermal conductivity represents the lower

extreme of the range of possible deposits that might form in real boilers. Consequently, it is

unlikely that the structure of a real deposit would be such that its effective thermal conductivity is

less than air, as has been suggested by some previous work8~9.

Experimental Uncertainty

Comparing the results from several identical experiments, such as those shown in Figure 7,

provides an estimate of the repeatability or precision of the experiment. These experiments all

produced highly porous deposits with approximately the same solid fraction, 0.07, while firing the

same coal-straw blend under the same experimental conditions. The average value of the thermal

conductivity from these measurements is 0.14 W/(m K) with a standard deviation of 0.016 W/(m

K), and a coefficient of variation (relative uncertainty) of 11%.

The uncertainties of the underlying measurements used to determine deposit thermal

conductivity are listed in Table 1. These values are determined from the published manufacturer

performance data for each instrument; results from repeated instrument calibration; and analysis of

data from the thermal conductivity experiments. The uncertainty of the thermocouple and cooling

air flow rate measurements are the manufacturer supplied values verified by repeated calibrations.

The uncertainties of the deposit thickness and optical pyrometer measurements are determined by

analyzing actual experimental data. The t 20°C uncertainty listed for the optical pyrometers is the

standard deviation of the measured temperature signal when the pyrometer is focused at one

location relative to the probe leading edge. This value is significantly greater than the t 1°C

uncertainty that can be achieved when operating the pyrometers under ideal conditions; but is much

smaller than the approximately 200°C average temperature difference across the deposit. The larger

uncertainty is largely due to roughness of the deposit surface. The i 40 ~m uncertainty in the

deposit thickness measurements is the standard deviation of a thickness scan made on a clean probe

while feeding solid fuel into the reactor (data from such a scan are labeled O rnin in Figure 4). This
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value is significantly larger than the t 2 ~m uncertainty that can be achieved when operating the

range finding laser under ideal conditions, but significantly smaller than the overall deposit

thickness. The larger uncertainty arises from beam steering in the hot post-combustion gases,

particles (fly ash and occasionally burning char) passing through the beam path of the scanning

laser, and thermal expansion of the probe as its temperature changes.

Violation of one of the fundamental assumptions underlying the experimental technique

represents the final, and potentially most significant, source of experimental error20. For our

analysis, we neglect axial heat transfer through the deposit. This assumption is not a significant

source of uncertainty because the deposit has a small cross-sectional area and a low thermal

conductivity; therefore, a large temperature gradient (greater than 50 °C/mm) is required to create

enough axial heat flux to bias the measurements. Measurements of the axial temperature profile of

the deposit surface made by periodically repositioning the pyrometers indicate that there is no

significant axial temperature gradient along the deposit surface.

Table 1. Measurement uncertainties.

Instrument Uncertainty
Probe Thermocouples f5”c

Optical Pyrometers f 20 “c

Cooling air flowrate * 0.5 lpm
Deposit thickness ~ 40 ~m

The assumptions underlying our measurement of the heat transfer rate through the deposit are

potentially the most significant source of experimental uncertainty. The experiment assumes that

within the deposit test section the heat transfer rate through the deposit in the radial direction is

equal to the heat transfer rate to the cooling air. This assumption requires that there be no

significant axial heat transfer out of the deposit test section. As previously discusse& axial heat

transfer through the deposit is negligible. However, axial heat conduction aIong the stainless steel

deposition probe is a significant concern because the high thermal conductivity of stainless steel

enables small temperature gradients to drive significant heat transfer. We estimate the potential

error due to axial heat transfer along the deposition probe from the measurements of the axial probe

surface temperature profile shown in Figure 8a, and the axial probe surface temperature gradient
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shown in Figure 8b. We calculate the axial heat transfer rate from the calculated axial temperature

gradient, the cross-sectional area of the stainless steel wall of the deposition probe (1.14 cm2), and

the thermal conductivity of stainless steel (22 W/(m K) at 800 K).

Figure 8a shows that the deposition probe has an asymmetrical axial temperature profile with a

peak temperature occurring at 100 mm, two-thirds of the distance across the 150-mm wide reactor.

The profile is asymmetrical because of the cooling airflow through the probe. Centered on the peak

temperature is a roughly 50-mrn-wide window (see Figure 8) in which the error associated with the

axial heat transfer is acceptably small—the axial heat transfer rate is less than 1.25 watts. A worst

case estimate of the magnitude of this error can be made by assuming a maximum axial heat transfer

rate of 1.25 watts out of each end of the test section and using 20 watts as a typical value of the

measured heat transfer rate through the deposit (see Figure 3c). Under these worst case conditions,

experimental error due to axial heat conduction along the deposition probe is 11%. Optimal

placement of the 35-mm-wide deposit test section in 50-mm-wide window reduces this error to

about 5?I0. We use the worst case 11910error in our overall uncertainty analysis.

To ensure that significant axial temperature gradients do not exist within the probe during an

experiment, we continuously monitor the axial probe surface temperature profile. (The probe

surface temperature thermocouples are axially distributed across the test section for this purpose.) If

the temperature difference between any of these thermocouples is greater than 5°C the experiment is

terminated.

Combining in quadrature the uncertainty of the individual measurements (~ 12%), the estimate

of the experimental bias (i 11$ZO),and the precision of the measurements (t 11%), we estimate that
.

the maximum overall relative uncertainty of the thermal conductivity measurements to be * 2070.

An uncertainty of this magnitude is indicated by the vertical error bars shown in Figure 7. A typical

relative uncertainty, estimated from typical instead of worst case values, is approximately t 15?I0.

Although the uncertainty associated with this experimental technique is larger than can be achieved

by more traditional techniques for measuring thermal conductivity, we are confident that the

approach described in this paper clearly provides more accurate measurements of actual deposit

thermal conductivity because of the importance of microstructure in determining deposit thermal

conductivity.
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Conclusions

This paper documents a novel experimental design that provides in situ, real-time

characterization of deposit thermal conductivity under conditions that closely replicate commercial

boiler operation. The experiment was designed to minimize the disturbance of the natural deposit

microstructure, while providing acceptable levels of experimental uncertainty. We have carefully

examined potential sources of error and quantified the overall experimental uncertainty.

For the loose, unsintered deposits considered in this study, the average measured thermal

conductivity of 6.14 ~ 0.03 W/(m K) lags between rational theoretical bounds. We expect that these

unsintered and highly porous deposits are representative of the least conductive deposits that might

form in real boilers. We believe that these are the first in situ or real-time data of this type. The

measurement technique does not significantly disturb the natural microstructure of the deposit. This

capability is a significant improvement over previous experimental approaches because the thermal

conductivity of ash deposits is thought to be largely determined by deposit structure. In the second

part of this study 15, this technique is used to examine the impact of densification and sintenng on

deposit thermal conductivity.
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